CONSISTENT CHANGES CREATE EMAIL SUCCESSES
AN EVER EVOLVING PROGRAM

Justin routinely re-evaluates the Strava email program and cuts out any superfluous messages and optimize engagement. He noticed a decline in overall engagement and decided to perform testing to ensure users are getting wanted email:

• First, Justin changed the preference for the daily digest email to opt-out for all current and incoming users, leaving the option to opt-in again if users wanted to.

• Then, he decreased the frequency of Kudos emails so that users receive email after 5 people give them Kudos instead of numerous notifications.

By paying close attention to recipient behavior, Justin reduced email frequency to 30% - 40% of overall volume and saw significant changes in recipient engagement:

- 138% increase in click rate for Kudos emails
- 20% increase in overall open rate
- 70% increase in overall clicks

“SO MUCH OF WHAT STRAVA STRIVES FOR IS ENGAGEMENT AND KEEPING PEOPLE INTERESTED AND USING THE APP. EMAIL HELPS DRIVE PEOPLE BACK TO THE PLATFORM IN ADDITION TO OTHER KEY COMMUNICATION FUNCTIONS.”

– Justin Fritz, Email Marketing Manager

ABOUT STRAVA

Strava is the social network for athletes. From Olympians to weekend warriors, Strava’s website and mobile applications help millions of athletes track their runs and bike rides, compete with other users, and see what their favorite athletes are doing.

Strava began sending email through SendGrid in 2011 and has scaled exponentially since. Justin Fritz, Strava’s Email Marketing Manager, notes that email communications are critical to the app’s success:
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DRIVING REVENUE

One of the unique ways Strava leverages the programmatic emails they send through SendGrid is by unlocking certain products and offers through Strava Challenges.

Users who complete challenges, like climbing more than 4,810 meters in August or riding more than 120 kilometers in a single ride, gain access to exclusive offers and products. Upon completion of a challenge, Strava automatically sends users an email with a link to gear in the Strava Shop.

Not only does this email have very high open and click-through rates that drive people back to the app and website, it also drives significant revenue for Strava because it offers very exclusive merchandise.

THE BOTTOM LINE

SendGrid is a perfect match for Strava’s transactional email needs because it’s:

• **Scalable.** Strava can increase their email volume at any time and can trust that SendGrid’s infrastructure can handle the load.

• **Visual.** SendGrid’s Customer Portal provides a fast and impactful look at email performance that’s better and easier than the same charts from other ESPs.

• **Correctable.** One of the best things about SendGrid is being able to set up the integration and then let it run. But if there is an issue, Strava can always reach their Customer Success Manager at SendGrid to correct problems quickly.

“WE HAVE A VERY LOYAL CUSTOMER BASE, AND WE WANT TO MAKE SURE OUR COMMUNICATIONS ARE VERY RELEVANT. WE WANT OUR EMAIL MESSAGES TO FIT OUR READERS, SO WE MAKE SURE THEY CAN TRUST US. SENDGRID ASSISTS WITH OUR GOALS OF HIGH ENGAGEMENT AND DRIVING PEOPLE BACK TO THE APP BY DELIVERING ESSENTIAL EMAILS.”

– Justin Fritz, Email Marketing Manager